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DREAM MACHINEDREAM MACHINE
The mind-expanding world of quantum computing.
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ABSTRACT: ANNALS OF SCIENCE about David
Deutsch and quantum computing. On the outskirts of
Oxford lives a brilliant and distressingly thin physicist
named David Deutsch, who believes in multiple universes
and has conceived of an as yet unbuildable computer to
test their existence. Deutsch, who has never held a job, is
essentially the founding father of quantum computing, a
field that devises distinctly powerful computers based on
the branch of physics known as quantum mechanics. With
one millionth of the hardware of an ordinary laptop, a
quantum computer could store as many bits of information
as there are particles in the universe. It could break previously unbreakable codes. It could answer
questions about quantum mechanics that are currently far too complicated for a regular computer to
field. None of which is to say that anyone yet knows what we would really do with one. Deutsch
believes that if a quantum computer were built it would constitute near-irrefutable evidence of what is
known as the Many Worlds Interpretation of Quantum Mechanics. A number of respected thinkers in
physics besides Deutsch support the Many Worlds Interpretation, though they are a minority, and
primarily educated in England, where the intense interest in quantum computing has at times been
termed the Oxford flu. But the infection of Deutsch’s thinking has mutated and gone pandemic. Other
scientists, although generally indifferent to the truth or falsehood of Many Worlds as a description of
the universe, are now working to build these dreamed-up quantum computing machines. Deutsch grew
up in the London area, took his undergraduate degree at Cambridge, stayed there for a masters in math
and went on to Oxford for a doctorate in physics. Though affiliated with the university, he is not on
staff and has never taught a course. Discusses the differences between quantum mechanics and
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classical mechanics. Discusses the history of theoretical computing from Charles Babbage’s Analytical
Engine to Alan Turing’s universal computer. Tells how Deutsch came to propose a universal computer
based on quantum physics, which would have calculating powers that Turing’s computer (even in
theory) could not simulate. Other important figures early in the field include Artur Ekert, Stephen
Weisner, and David Albert. Describes how a quantum computer works. Discusses Hugh Everett’s
Many Worlds Interpretation. Deutsch is nearly alone in this conviction that quantum computing and
Many Worlds are inextricably bound, though many (especially around Oxford) concede that the
construction of a sizable and stable quantum computer might be evidence in favor of the Everett
interpretation. Writer travels to Yale to see a small quantum computer constructed by a team led by
Robert Schoelkopf.
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